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Hearing Charlie’s order, someone immediately took out the key and prepared to open the iron door
inside.

Charlie commanded: “You will be guarded outside the door for a while, and if someone comes, try to
spread as far as possible. With

that, Charlie looked at the time, and said: “I guess your commander will come over soon. If he wants
Just let him in when you come in. You guys should behave naturally and don’t let him see any clues.

“Okay!” The five people agreed in unison.

Immediately, the door opened.

As soon as the door opened, there was a smell of earthy smell inside. I stepped forward and found
that there was nothing in the whole room, only one lamp was hanging on the top of the room, and the
wattage of the bulb was very low and the light was very dim.

There are some traces of artificial reinforcement on the top of the room, but there are still mud
walls around it. In this kind of room, there is basically no chance of suicide.

At the corner of the wall, there are eight people sitting on the floor in a row, wearing black hoods
with their hands tied behind them, leaning against the wall.

Charlie couldn’t see their faces, but through their dress and figure, one could see that among the
eight people, there were three women and five men.

Hearing the sound of the door opening, the eight people were all nervous, and some of them even
began to curl up and tremble unconsciously.

Charlie entered the house and closed the iron gate by the way. Then, he paced up to the eight
people and took off the black hoods on their heads one by one.
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From left to right, Charlie took off the headgear of seven people in a row. As a result, the five boys

and two girls had different skin colors. One of the boys was yellow, but the two girls were both blond
and white.

After picking the last one, I finally saw a yellow female with short hair and beautiful appearance.

Because these eight people have always been covered by thick black heads, their vision has been in
the dark, and now they suddenly get light. Even if it is only dim, the light bulb makes them feel very
dazzling, so they are all subconsciously. Cover the light in front of you with your hands.

After a while, everyone’s vision finally returned to normal.



What frightened them was that in front of them stood a man dressed as a standard terrorist with a
black mask on his head.

The man also held an AK47 in his hand, which was a gangster.

Charlie looked at the yellow girl who looked a bit like Hank and asked directly in Chinese: “Are you
Ziva hank? As

soon as these words came out, the girl’s body twitched suddenly.

She looked at Charlie and asked in Chinese subconsciously. “How do you know me?! Are you from
Huaxia?!

Charlie stretched out his hand and took off his face mask, and said lightly: “I was commissioned by
your dad to take you home. As

soon as these words came out, Ziva Hank was like Struck by lightning!

She looked at Charlie with an incredulous expression on her face, and blurted out, “What did you
say?! My dad entrusted you to take me home?! How does he know that I am here?! And, why are you
here? Here? Are you part of the armed opposition?
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